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Collaborative Assessments in Computer Science Education: A Survey

Hans Yuan and Paul Cao*

Abstract: As computer science enrollments continue to surge, assessments that involve student collaboration may play a more critical role in improving student learning. We provide a review on some of the most commonly adopted collaborative assessments in computer science, including pair programming, collaborative exams, and group projects. Existing research on these assessment formats is categorized and compared. We also discuss potential future research topics on the aforementioned collaborative assessment formats.
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1 Introduction

An unprecedented number of students aim to study Computer Science (CS). Many universities report surging enrollment and the positive growth trend is continuing[1]. Computer science education faces many unique challenges. Firstly, computer science curriculum includes computer programming. Therefore, traditional pedagogies from other STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Mathematics) areas may not be directly transferable. Secondly, the student body in computer science classes is becoming increasingly diverse, especially recently. A large number of non-majors participate in CS0 or CS1 classes. Thus, teaching pedagogies needs to cater to a diverse student body with varied technical background. Lastly, content in CS classes is not standardized. Courses with similar titles may vary dramatically across academic institutions on what is actually covered. This lack of standardization makes assessments of student learning difficult. Concept inventory and learning goals are still being developed[2]. These aforementioned challenges have attracted education researchers to explore and develop novel intervention and experiments to improve student learning in CS.

Assessments strongly influence student learning activities[3]. The so-called “hidden curriculum”, i.e., student perceptions of what will appear in future assessments, dominates what and how long students study. Students usually try to achieve high study efficiency by aligning their study with the assessment. Two types of assessments, summative and formative, have been extensively researched in the education literature. Summative assessments are usually high-stakes exams that focus on the assessment of what students know near the end of a study period (midterms and final exam). Formative assessments focus on using the results of the assessment to inform teachers how to improve student learning. Formative exams consist of low-stakes assessments such as in-class exercises and short quizzes[4]. Educators generally believe that students can achieve learning gains in formative assessment while also making learning gain in summative assessment through preparatory studies for the exam[4].

Assessments in computer science classes are varied and tend to include quizzes, exams, and programming assignments. Exams, one of the most widely used summative assessments, are used to gauge the effectiveness of instructions as well as student learning. Prior work[5] examined the benefits of testing under the theory of “testing memory” in laboratory studies and classroom experiments. They revealed that knowledge retention is improved by testing in at least the
short term\cite{5}. The authors also argued for frequent testing which utilizes other mediated effects from testing. Low-stake formative assessments, such as in-class clicker questions and quizzes, provide frequent feedback to students. Most of the non-theory computer science classes also require students to complete programming assignments as a way to measure students’ understanding of complicated algorithm and problem-solving skills.

The impact of peer collaborations on student learning has been studied in education research\cite{6}. Significant progress was made within the CS education community for improving in-class student learning. They focused on in-class active learning pedagogies, such as Peer Instruction and POGIL (among others)\cite{7,8}. However, recent work both outside computer science\cite{9–16} and within computer science\cite{17–20} has begun looking at examinations and programming exercises as additional opportunities to facilitate learning. Funding agencies, such as NSF, promote active learning and collaborations in STEM education\cite{21}.

Given the importance of assessments in CS education, especially those with collaborative aspects, we provide a review of current research on the selected assessment formats: pair programming, collaborative exams, and group projects. For each type of assessments, we review the state-of-the-art education research and provide our analysis of potential future research. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: For each section in Sections 2 – 4, we introduce the assessment, analyze and compare the existing studies, and provide potential research on the assessment format. We conclude the paper in Section 5.

2 Pair Programming

2.1 Introduction

One of the first uses of the term “pair programming” came from Cockburn and Williams\cite{22} as they described pair programming’s effectiveness in lowering financial and temporal cost, decreasing program defectiveness, reducing project management overhead, and fostering human relationships between programmers. The pair programming process involves two people at the same physical machine actively working together to develop a software solution. The pair consists of (1) the navigator, responsible for thinking about the high-level progression of the code, and (2) the driver, who controls the keyboard and mouse to type in the code. Together as a unit, the pair turns high-level ideas into code while thinking about how the desired program works. Periodically, the navigator and driver switch their roles.

2.2 Early research

Early research initially focused on pair programming’s impact on student coding skill and examined the top contributing factors toward student success in introductory CS courses. Students’ comfort level was the strongest predictor for success\cite{23}. Over the years, use of pair programming in introductory CS resulted in strongly favorable feedback from students\cite{24}, higher retention rates\cite{25}, better quality homework code\cite{26,27}, and stronger confidence in students’ own programming ability\cite{28}. Students perceive their combined efforts result in stronger programs while increasing their confidence in their ability to do computer science.

Although pair programming benefits students, the effects are less pronounced when a pair has compatibility issues, which occur due to uneven skill level and possibly personality type\cite{29,30}.

The individuals’ skill level, such as prior programming experience and perceived expertise, impacts the dynamics of the pair. For example, one of the partners may feel the burden of explaining prerequisite concepts to the partner\cite{24}. The weaker student may feel intimidated and allow the stronger student to do all the work. Because of that, the dynamics of pair programming break down: the interaction between the driver and the navigator does not occur as desired.

A systematic review by Salleh et al.\cite{30} found that some research concluded personality to be a significant factor, yet other research shows inconclusive results. The authors argued that the top indicators of incompatible pairs were (1) differences in actual skill level, (2) differences in perceived skill level, and (3) matching Myers-Briggs personality type. However, the authors found conflicting conclusions towards personality type as an indicator for compatibility. Most research studies saw no significant effect or mixed effect, while a couple showed a positive effect. None showed a negative effect. Because of these conclusions, Salleh et al.\cite{30} argued that effort should be put into constructing pairs of similar skill level and possibly different personality types.

The effectiveness of pair programming was measured mainly in two ways: through student feedback and exam scores. Many of the early papers quantified
pair programming effectiveness by measuring project grades, exam grades, and questionnaires given to students. They were then scored and averaged to convey how strongly students felt about a particular question. A few studies conducted interviews with students though many researchers considered test scores as students’ real performance. With pair programming as the uncertain variable, a few studies had the control group as no pair programming and the experimental group as some form of pair programming (shown in Table 1). Exams were then used to gauge performance before and after pair programming was used in the assignments.

2.3 Recent research

The cause of incompatibility was further investigated in recent research. Perceived and actual skill abilities impact the pair’s performance because of one’s lower or higher perception of the other. A student who sees the partner as an expert would be affected by the perception, even if the other student’s skill level is not at the expert level.

Based on the findings of earlier research suggesting the pairs be formed based on similar skill level, an attempt to do so measured students’ performance in the class before pairing students together. Students of similar ability perform just as well or better than a solo intro programmer with prior experience. The effects are more pronounced for lower percentile students, but this type of pairing does not hurt students’ learning in the higher percentiles.

The success of pair programming hinges on the partners sharing a single computer and working on the same piece of code together. One study attempted to conduct hybrid pair programming where the pair is partners with separate computers with individual project code. This dynamic breaks down the interactions between the partners and strengthens support for the unchanged version of pair programming.

Researchers have begun studying the long-term effects of pair programming in multiple settings. At the university, one study found that retention increased as a result of using pair programming in CS1 for female students and minorities, regardless of major. Another study found that a combination “best practices” which incorporates pair programming, media computation, and peer instruction together into CS1, had lowered course drop rates and increased course pass rates for both men and women, majors and nonmajors.

Only very recently have researchers begun to determine whether all students did pair programming faithfully on homework projects. As they pair programmed, students were recorded. The data contained verbal and visual information not captured by scores and questionnaires, revealing phenomena beyond performance. For example, Celepokulu and Boyer codified levels of collaboration between the pair while Ruvalcaba et al. observed specific differences in verbal communication between middle school students of different ethnic backgrounds.

Finally, researchers have begun to see how software design can improve learning software. Tutorial programs like PythonTutor help people learn to program without physical interaction from another person. Novice programmers may experience frustrating setup overhead, and CodePilot attempts to address this by having collaboration and version control built into the IDE. Another app acting as a tutor

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research type</th>
<th>Observation experimentation</th>
<th>Exams</th>
<th>[39, 40]</th>
<th>[31]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Programming assignment</td>
<td></td>
<td>[39]</td>
<td>[31]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Questionnaire</td>
<td></td>
<td>[39–42]</td>
<td>[38, 47–49]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Peer evaluation</td>
<td></td>
<td>[29, 34]</td>
<td>[43]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Interviews</td>
<td></td>
<td>[24, 32]</td>
<td>[25]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retention rates</td>
<td></td>
<td>[25, 44]</td>
<td>[38, 47]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recordings</td>
<td></td>
<td>[25, 44]</td>
<td>[33, 45, 51]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Attendance</td>
<td></td>
<td>[41]</td>
<td>[37]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
measured the effect of pair programming and found that pairs required less help and spent less time than soloers[53].

In Table 1, we summarize recent research on pair programming and categorize based on their research topics and research methods. Research topics include compatibility, demographics, and variations in design. We divide research methods into observational studies and experiments. We also consider the type of data analyzed in each study.

2.4 Discussion

Based on the literature research, we think the following areas of pair programming might be promising in the future.

• **Effectiveness study.** Although many studies have measured pair programming’s effectiveness, future studies may continue to improve the specific design and implementation of pair programming. One area of possible research is to continue measuring whether all pairs faithfully adhere to the rules of pair programming. Though assignments may be formatted for pair programming tasks, it was only occasionally guaranteed that the pairs programmed together rather than splitting the tasks among the pair to divide and conquer.

• **Apply pair programming to other domains.** Combinations of pair programming are used in various contexts, such as media computation and mobile programming. Pair programming helps undo a deterring perception that computer science is a field for the survival of the fittest[44]. In mobile programming, using the traditional pair model may not work identically since running an app may involve the use of another physical device[50]. Pairs may, instead of focusing on the same code on the same screen, focus on different screens and thus focus on different ideas.

• **Variations of pair programming.** Although pair programming is shown to be effective overall, there is still incentive to address issues faced by the few pairs not getting along. A pair of students may work in a lopsided manner: the stronger student completes most of the work while the weaker student misses important practice from the assignment. Pair programming models that counteract this type of phenomenon might be helpful. For example, two-stage programming assignments by Battestilli et al.[54] and its variations might be promising. It is also possible that software can help the pair programming model. Software interfaces can “tutor” students, or strengthen the pair programming process[53]. There is also the possibility that pairs use a software interface in which pair programming is the more natural way to succeed. Shared gaze may allow for remote pair programming to occur as effectively as in person. The fundamental principles that allow pair programming to succeed may become implemented in software, allowing people to focus on the same code at the same time[33].

• **Pairing policy.** Alternative policies to pair by ability can be explored, such as mental models. Although some studies have framed pair programming as a cognitive phenomenon (distributed cognition, mental model)[22,55], researchers examined the use of mental model consistency as a pairing policy for assignments[56]. Furthermore, to the best of our knowledge, no work exists to measure the relationship between prior experience and mental model consistency.

3 Collaborative Exam

3.1 Introduction

In addition to guiding students what and how to study for a certain course, both formative and summative assessments also provide valuable feedback to students on their performance. Existing research has shown that quality feedback may have one of the most influential effects in student learning[57,58]. In the context of formative assessment, the role of feedback is crucial. According to Gibbs et al.[59,60], the effectiveness of feedback can be improved by following the guidelines below.

- Feedback should be sufficiently detailed and often enough.
- Feedback should be focused on students’ performance and learning with actions that are under students’ control.
- Feedback should be timely, preferably before students know their marks on the assessment.
- Feedback should be utilized by students.

In computer science education, the effects of feedback have been studied. For example, Epstein et al.[61] used three experiments to investigate the effects of immediate feedback in assessments and found the technique leads to better knowledge retention after a week. Stone[62] studied the effect of reflective blogs as a way to provide frequent feedback to students. Results of this study show that these types of feedback have affected students’ confidence,
frustration, and engagement, mostly in a positive manner. However, assessment feedback can be viewed differently depending on the timing of feedback. If feedback is provided together with the marks of an assessment, students tend to over-focus on the exam scores instead of examining and reflecting on the feedback\[^4\]. Another realistic constraint is the time it takes for instructors to provide meaningful and constructive feedback. The time constraint can be remedied by letting students discuss through peer instruction.

To make summative exams a learning experience for students, collaborative exams can be used as a formative assessment where students work cooperatively\[^{63,64}\]. A variant of collaborative exams is two-stage exams\[^{65}\]. Two-stage exams start with a normal individual exam immediately followed by a group exam where students work in small groups to solve a set of problems. The group exam component provides instant feedback to students as they work toward answering the questions in a high-stakes exam environment. The two-stage exam format can be viewed both as a formative assessment (the collaborative portion) and a summative assessment (the individual portion). Students receive instant feedback from their peers on the content before they know their grades. Due to the high-stakes nature of the exam, students are expected to actively contribute to finding the best solution in the collaborative portion.

Educators in different fields have embraced this testing strategy. In geology and oceanography, quasi-controlled experiments have shown that collaborative testing aids poorly performing students\[^{13,15}\]. Another study in geology used historical data to show that collaborative testing improves attendance and student grades\[^{66}\]. In mechanical engineering, collaborative testing has been similarly shown to improve student grades\[^{67}\]. In physics, the reason why students value the collaborative testing format has been explored, and found students have overwhelmingly positive opinions towards two-stage exams\[^{14}\]. Students reported that the exam format tends to be enjoyable and helpful for learning. It may also increase confidence and provide immediate feedback. To find a better grouping strategy, team dynamics during two-stage exams has also been explored\[^{68}\].

### 3.2 Existing research

Two-stage exams have been examined for their effectiveness in promoting student learning using controlled experiments in non-computing disciplines. Using a pre-post test design, Cortright et al.\[^{9}\] used a crossover design to explore short-term learning benefits from group exams, based on performance on a follow-up exam given four weeks later. They found the group exam improved student knowledge retention. A similar crossover design was used in physics to find that student improvement from two-stage exams is significant within 1–2 weeks but vanishes after 6–7 weeks\[^{12}\]. A potential confounding factor to these studies was that more time was spent only on re-tested topics during the group exam. Addressing this potential problem, Gilley and Clarkston\[^{11}\] added an individual retest to the crossover design. The individual retest mirrors the group test in time and allows for differentiating learning between simply having more time on a topic and having more time in the context of a collaborative exam. Their work concluded that the group component of the two-stage exam improves student learning in geology.

In computer science, Yu et al.\[^{18}\] reported on the positive attitudes from students on the testing format. This study also examined student learning through the use of isomorphic questions on midterms and final exams to measure two-stage exam effectiveness, but the results were inconclusive\[^{18}\]. Cao and Porter\[^{19}\] completed the first quantitative study of two-stage exams in computer science which showed significantly improved student learning through a pre-post test experiment in CS1.5\[^{19}\]. Two sections of CS1.5 (Java) in the Spring of 2016 were selected for this study as CS1.5 is a gateway course into the major. Peer instruction\[^{18}\] is used in this course. For each midterm, two CS topics were pre-selected. The individual exam (40 minutes) includes one problem for each of the pre-selected topics in addition to other normal topics covered in the previous two weeks. Individual exam papers were collected before the start of the “individual-retest” phase (12 minutes). The class was divided into halves with each half answering a single problem on one of the two pre-selected topics. The individual-retest phase tries to compensate for the time differences that students spent on the two pre-selected topics. In the end, the group-retest phase (or simply called the group phase) begins with four students in randomly pre-assigned groups\[^{18}\] with two to three groups with five students. Each group answers a question on the topic that the other half of the class answered during the individual-retest phase. The group test phase lasts about
18 minutes depending on the time it took to collect and distribute papers. The entire test period is 80 minutes. Two weeks after the midterm, a scheduled quiz (30 minutes) was given which included problems on topics covered in the past two weeks and one problem on each of the topics tested in the midterm.

The overall effectiveness of the group exam is determined by comparing normalized gains for students exposed to the control (individual-retest) versus the experimental condition (group-retest). Because of the randomized crossover exam, each student is in the control group for one topic and in the experimental group for the other topic. Paired t-test on student normalized learning gain was used to determine statistical significance. For the first experiment, students gained both from the group-retest and individual-retest, but those in the group-retest gained more. For the second experiment, students performed worse on the post-test and hence experienced negative learning gain. Recall that the questions were not designed to be isomorphic, so the loss in performance could be due to differences in question difficulty. Students in the group-retest performed better by experiencing a smaller reduction in normalized learning gain. Both experiments have small to moderate effect sizes. During the initial study of two-stage exams in computer science[19], data on how students view their exam papers were collected using an online grading platform. The results showed that there is no difference between the control and experimental groups in the percentage of students who either view their exam papers or not. Therefore, two-stage exams do not seem to improve the rate of exam pickup from students though they improve student learning in the short term. We believe that students developing better exam preparation strategies as well as evaluating their performances are important. Hence, we propose to use exam wrappers as a tool to increase students’ metacognitive skills and improve their understanding of course contents.

In a follow-up study, Cao and Porter[20] investigated the first study in computer science on how collaborative exams affect student learning based on students’ performance level, both individually and collaboratively in a group. They found that mid-performing students show significant improvement in their post-test compared with their pre-test after collaborative exams while low- and high-performing students tend to have insignificant performance differences. Using group members’ performance levels in the pre-test to measure group heterogeneity, we find that low and moderate heterogeneity groups statistically benefit from collaborative exams. These results suggest the homogeneous grouping of students by performance when employing group exams.

3.3 Discussion

As the effectiveness of collaborative exams has been identified, more research on variations and composition of group members are still needed. Based on the literature research, the following research areas could be potentially explored.

**What kind of questions are the most effective in the collaborative phase of the exam?** To study the effect of collaborative exams immediately following a normal individual summative midterm, two possible types of questions can be given in the collaborative phase. Firstly, selected identical questions from the individual exam can be given again to groups of students. Or, students may be given questions that are different from but related to those in the individual exam during the collaborative phase. Existing literature on two-stage exams primarily focuses on identical or isomorphic questions for effective studies[11], but there is evidence that related questions which are more involved will have better effects[19].

**What is the optimal team composition during the collaborative phase to achieve better student learning, especially for underrepresented students in computer science such as female and minorities?** Computer science is undergoing an enrollment boom recently, but the percentage of female students and minorities in this area is still low[69–71]. Thus interventions that may improve underrepresented students’ learning have been an active research area. In the context of collaborative exams, group tests have been shown to improve student performance on subsequent questions with low-performing students benefiting more[10]. However, no existing work has studied the effect of grouping strategies on underrepresented students.

**To what extent does the timing of the collaborative part of the exam affect student learning?** To gain the full benefit of this exam format, 80-minute or longer exam time is necessary as students need sufficient time to discuss and find a solution. As most of the midterm exams are held in class, collaborative exams have rarely been applied to 50-minute classes. To remedy
the time constraints of a 50-minute class, we propose
to investigate if a delayed collaborative exam held
days after a normal individual exam also has similar
benefits to improve student learning. The impact of this
research result may significantly improve the adaptation
of collaborative exams in undergraduate classes.

4 Group Project

We want to begin answering the question “how
has collaborative assessment been done within group
project courses such as SoftWare Engineering (SWE)
and Human-Computer Interaction (HCI)?” Although
there is a plethora of research on the courses
themselves, they focus more on designing the course
than evaluating the effect of the course on student
learning.

Furthermore, what is defined as “assessment” in
these courses? Unlike CS1 material, which can be
tested directly via written exams and programming
assignments, SWE and HCI group project success is
not so easily defined due to their subjective nature. The
most common metric for the following case studies is
student satisfaction with the course.

For SWE courses, ways to measure success include
the number of lines of code in a project, the
maintainability of the object-oriented design, and
software companies’ interest in students’ work in the
projects\[72\]. For HCl courses, the usability of high-level
design and the apparent progress rather than the final
product may indicate student performance\[73\]. Despite
the subjectivity of these measurements, students feel
they learned a substantial amount when working the
SWE/HCI group projects that felt realistic. Attempts to
improve project courses towards realistic environments
can be categorized into two groups:

- Integrating the “real world” into projects;
- Introducing students to “real world” projects.

In this section, we focus on a small subset of research
studies that focuses on how making projects realistic
affects the efficacy of SWE and HCl courses for student
group learning.

4.1 Making academic projects realistic

A natural first answer to preparing student groups for
the “real world” setting is to manipulate how groups
succeed in the academic setting. One way to change
groupings is to have every enrolled student (both
undergraduate and graduate) in a course work together
on the same massive project\[74\]. Due to the scale, no
individual student can know every detail of the project.
Students embody different roles such as team lead,
project manager, and developer. They use tools such as
online discussion boards and issue trackers to maintain
communication and progress. The study found from
the student feedback that (1) while SWE or project
manager experience was useful, there was too much
management overhead and (2) the lack of a “domain
expert” detracted from the realistic environment of
the project. Since academic projects are constrained
to time frames set by the school and students may
have differing obligations, the detailed replication of an
SWE environment may have unintended conflicts with
the temporal resources students have. Also, students’
goal in the academic setting is to learn and thus have
different motivation from that of a software engineer in
a company.

Unlike pair programming and the aforementioned
student project, which consists of theoretically equally-
contributing team members aspiring for the same goal,
groups can consist of people with varying roles. One
way is to include non-student mentors for the group
members. For example, Hartfield et al.\[73\] invited
experts from the industry to act as mentors for the
HCI class student groups. Since the mentors do
not affect students’ grades, the students can honestly
describe design shortcomings to solicit candid advice
and suggestions. The assessment is formative because
students can improve their work without worrying about
their grades. The author reported that students learned a
“tremendous amount” and that this course ranked twice
in the 99th percentile in the School of Engineering at
Stanford University for “overall value of [a] course”.

These two ideas had one thing in common: the
group composition was heterogeneous due to the
inclusion of professionals\[73\] and graduate students with
prior industry experience\[74\]. Furthermore, the groups
have different roles (lead, developer, and mentor).
Because of the heterogeneous groups, project scale,
and logistical challenges, the groups worked in a
more realistic environment. Student feedback is more
positive as they appreciate working on projects with
grounded aspirations.

4.2 Projects in the real world

In the “real world”, people live around the globe, speak
different languages, and have different needs/problems.
The industry is no exception to this rule — worldwide
collaboration must work with time zones and language
differences. To prepare students for a globalized world, Petkovic et al.\cite{72} designed an SWE course where some student groups consist of students from San Francisco, California and others from Fulda, Germany. The practical obstacles of the SWE course such as scheduling and communicating are amplified by time zone and language differences. Despite the additional challenges, both local-only groups and global groups overcame their challenges just as well. Student feedback for the course was strongly positive, the project attracted job interviewers’ interest, and the lessons from the class directly translated to students’ work environments. Since the main challenges in SWE are to coordinate efforts between people (colloquially termed “soft skills”), the main focus of SWE courses may not only be attaining programming ability. An internationally coordinated project signals to job interviewers the possible experience the student gained from overcoming obstacles like time zones. Because students found the project applicable to “real world” scenarios, we believe that the project reached a level of realistic above traditional group project classes.

Another consideration of group projects is the problem the product tries to solve — how realistic is the problem? To implement a real product, it must have a legitimate purpose to address people’s needs. Thus, students would need to talk to real clients and users. The benefit of this approach is that students work on a real project\cite{73}. They worked with a Dutch banking company whose users needed better ATM interfaces for illiterate or foreign populations. To talk designs with users, the students visited a school that taught introductory Dutch and tested their designs with users. The benefit of this approach is that students work on a real project\cite{75}. They worked with a Dutch banking company whose users needed better ATM interfaces for illiterate or foreign populations. To talk designs with users, the students visited a school that taught introductory Dutch and tested their designs with a population that closely resembles their target users. The students’ projects had a realistic aspect that would not be present in the traditional group project class. In their open-response survey question, the authors found that the students thought the involvement of clients and users were important and that the project was interesting. When working on a project based on a real need, the context of the project is not contrived or invented. Because students worked on a project whose premise is realistic, this structure of group project proved more motivating and instructional for students.

While software implementations and engineering remain important, the question is becoming important, “What can computers do for us?” The sample of group project classes seen thus far showed how an instructor might introduce realistic elements into the class or introduce the student to the real world. However, it is also possible that the needs of the real world drive the course itself\cite{76}. In addition to learning design, managing tasks, and communicating within a team, and iterating prototypes, students also “learned compassion”. When assessing students, the focus has been on technical knowledge and skill. However, as technology becomes more involved in people’s lives, empathizing to design and engineer solutions that is usable by other people may become a type of assessment worth considering.

5 Conclusion

Collaboration among students during formative and summative assessments may significantly improve student learning. We provide a systematic review on pair programming, collaborative exam, and group projects. Existing research has shown that students exposed to pair programming and collaborative exams performed more strongly. For advanced students learning SWE and HCI in groups, the direct pedagogical effect of the course on learning was measured on the quality of their work and the satisfaction derived from doing their projects. This paper proposed that future research on pair programming might focus on continued effectiveness studies, the application to other domain, and variations of pair programming and pairing policies. For collaborative exam, the type of questions, team compositions, and timing of the collaborative phase may be examined.
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